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My name is Steve Dale. I am certified by the International Association of Animal Behavior 

Consultants in dog and cat behavior. I serve on several national Boards, and in Chicago I’m on 

the Board of Directors of the Tree House Humane Society. I have hosted Pet Central 12 years on 

WGN Radio, for 14 years have written a national syndicated newspaper column, I’m a 

contributing editor at USA Weekend and I host two syndicated radio shows – all this about pets.  I 

co-chair Ald. Gene Schulter’s Task Force on Companion Animals and Public Safety.  

I’ve worked in many ways to support spay/neuter initiatives.  At home, we have two dogs – Lucy 

and Ethel. Ethel is from PAWS Chicago. And we have a cat named Roxy. All are spayed. All our 

pets will always be spayed. And it wasn’t even our decision to spay Ethel – it’s the law, all 

adopted animals are. And we’re seeing more and more adoptions.  

Ever notice how small those little rooms are when you visit the veterinarian? There’s enough 

space in there for your pet, for you, your veterinarian and a veterinary technician. There’s no 

room for Government.  

According to the Journal of the American Veterinary Medical Association, recent research 

reveals that for some dogs spay/neuter under a year may cause certain kinds of cancers. We’re 

still learning – even about the impact of early spay/neuter. Veterinarians signing a waiver for the 

City doesn’t seem practical. There’s no explanation of which City employees will implement or 

paid for,  trekking this paper work seems like quite the task. But the greater issue is the lost 

intimacy between the client and veterinarian.   

Oh – those emails that have been out there about me….Some scream – ‘Steve Dale is in bed with 

the veterinarians!’ So? I do agree on this issue and others….but  since when have veterinarians – 

among the top two most trusted professionals in America (Gallup Poll) become bad guys?  



You see, I may disagree vehemently with an individual’s reason – sometimes idiotic reason - for 

not sterilizing. But as long they as they are otherwise responsible, caring for their pet….Well, I’m 

not sure their pet’s privates are my business. 

 So, say I am going to be non-compliant? Of course, then I don’t want to be caught. Of course, 

then, I’m not licensing my dog. And that’s a shame because the money for licenses goes to 

animal control. And because Clerk De Valle has a campaign that would have otherwise increased 

licensing.  

And that person is now not going to the veterinarian for fear of being found out. How is not 

seeing a veterinarian in the best interest of the pets’ health? It makes no sense to keep people 

away from veterinarians, since they are the primary advocates FOR spay/neuter. And if dogs 

aren’t being vaccinated for rabies – we could even see more rabies.  

Proponents say there are two primary reasons why we so badly need this law. The first is 

overpopulation. Well – listen, if one animal is needlessly killed, it’s a crime. But we’ve come a 

long ways baby, a decade ago euthanizing 50,000 animals; today less than 19,000 – but that 

number includes aggressive dogs and sick animals deemed unadoptable.   

Rather than attempting to punish bad behavior, rewarding those who spay/neuter has worked with 

Maddie’s Fund. That’s a grant of millions, which Chicago may be awarded. New York received 

$21 million. Because Maddie’s doesn’t pair with government mandated spay/neuter – the portion 

that reimburses for spay/neuter – approximately 30 per cent of the grant – still millions of dollars 

– we wouldn’t get! 

 We’re incentivizing now, low cost and no cost spay/neuter and educational programs, like Safe 

Humane Chicago  It’s working – and more efficiently and faster than most cities. What’s more if 

the mandatory ordinance happens, some irresponsible owners will just let their dogs go rather 



than comply –Either to animal control, further taxing their limitations or worse, just letting them 

out to roam.  

That brings me to the second explanation for the proposed ordinance. Supporters say it will 

somehow make our city safer. It’s a fallacy that neutering magically prevents or eliminates 

aggression. Sure, hormones matter – but behaviorists agree genetics and appropriate socialization 

and supervision are far more significant. A recent, study from the University of Pennsylvania 

School of Veterinary Medicine, entitled “Non-Reproductive Effects of Spaying and 

Neutering on Behavior in Dogs,” indicates that most dog bites to people are, in fact, 

inflicted by spayed female dogs.  

I think it’s a stretch to believe that mandatory spay/neuter will impact dogfighting or 

gang activity. I’m no sociologist – but gee whiz, if felony dogfighting charges or murder 

don’t work, isn’t that perhaps life in prison? I’m not sure how an ordinance to sterilize 

their dogs will matter. I’m all for giving the police tools – but I argue we have many that 

aren’t enforced, including plain old leash laws – unsupervised it really doesn’t matter if 

the dog is spayed or neutered….enforcement of rabies laws and dangerous dog laws. 

Best Friends Animal Society only last month – through Alderman. Schulter – gave the 

city a gift: A strategic planning study, to determine the real issues concerning companion 

animals – to ultimately learn the problems we really to solve in Chicago with data 

gathered with an independent statistical analysis, from researchers uninvolved in the 

animal community. And the goal of this is, in part, to stop the cycle of violence. 

You all agreed it’s a great idea – I do too. But then why then are we even considering a 

solution to problems not yet identified?  



Sorting this out – not easy. The feeling in this room, perhaps 50/50. But I hope you 

consider what the Tribune polls indicated, what most dog trainers are telling me, and a 

letter published in the Trib online that five shelters – including the Anti Cruelty Society - 

and the veterinary groups signed on to. 

I suppose the passion on both sides of this issue demonstrates who just how much so 

many of us – the responsible caretakers love our animals – thinking of them in some 

ways as our children….But then can’t they raised as we see fit, so long as they and the 

public are protected? 

Alderman Schulter, I think, our Task Force idea was right – rather than a few parties, a 

true coalition of experts finding common ground – I believe that proved to be a superior 

approach. 

Submitted by Steve Dale, March 12, 2009 

 

 

 

 

 


